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Abstract: Domain structures on the (001) cub surfoce of the 91PZN-9PT snd
68PMN-32PT single crystals were observed in the different phases by
Polarizing Light Miroscopy (PLM) and confirmed the domuin structure by
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM). Due to elastic compatibility, the
angles between the domains qre well dejlned and determineil by the symmetry
of the fenoelectric phase. The electric field-induced nanotwin and dot like
related domains were investigated in 9LPZN-9PT qnd 68pMN-32pT single
crystals. Twin-related alternative micron-sized domain structures were found
to be of -lpm in length as revealed as dark and bright domains in the dffirent
phases. Dot like patterns within the dark or bright domains were found to
correspond to nano domains in size range 5 -100 nm length scales. Alternative
related striated-shaped domain patterns were found to have course domains of
-Spm in length oriented along {010}. Each coarse domain has jlne doniains of
-lpm in length oriented along {100}.

Keywords: Ferroelectric 9lPZN-9PT and 68PMN-32PT single crystal,
Nanometer-sized twin domain, Piezoresponse force microscopy.

I. Introduction

Relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystal solid solution (1-x) Pb (Zn16Nb26) 03-

^PbTiO3, 
abbreviated (1-x) PZN-- PT, binary system with compositions near a

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) have attracted much attention for
applications in high performance actuator, non-destructive testing and ultrasonic
devices, making use of its superior piezoelectric properties. 0.9lPb (2n173Nb26)

O3-0.0ePbTiO3 (91PZN-9PT) single crystal exhibits excellent piezoelectric
constant (d33-2500pCA{) and high electromechanical coupling coefficient
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(k33-947o) on (001) cub surface in the rhombohedral (R) phase in engineered

domain state [1-3]. Such superior properties were reported to be related to
intermediate monoclinic (M) phase between R and tetragonal (T) phase near the

MPB t4-71. It was also reported to be a mixed state of nanometer-sized twin
(nanotwin) related domains of the T phase. Such nanotwins due to the small

domain size and small ferroelastic strain were reported to play an essential role

in the ultrahigh electromechanical responses 15-61. A pure compound, lead

titanate, was very recently reported to display a MPB under pressure [7]' while
pressure-induced suppression in piezoresponse was also reported in 9lPZN-9PT
single crystal t8l. The electric field-induced domain wall movement and the

high-density domain walls associated with the nanotwin related domains were

reported to have a significant contribution to the superior piezoelectric properties

near the MPB t6l. In this work, the electric field-induced nanotwin and dot like
related domains was investigated in 91PZN-9PT and 68PMN-32PT single

crystals by scanning force microscopy in the piezo response mode (PFM). The

remarkable differences in its process on (001) cub surfaces were found. In this
paper, electric field-induced nanotwin related domain structure of the 91PZN-
9PT and 68PMN-32PT single crystal observed with PFM is presented and

discussed.

2. Experimental Procedure

Single crystals of 91PZN-9PT were grown by a modified Bridgman technique

[9]. The crystals obtained from JFE Mineral Company Ltd., was used for this
work. The crystals were cut into plates with (001)cub and (111)cub orientation,
confirmed by X-ray diffraction and from Laue photographs. Both surfaces were

polished to optical quality using diamond paste with the final particle size of
0.1pm and down to 80pm. The domain structures were analyzed by means of a

polarizing light microscopy (PLM) (Olympus BX51) with a heatinglcooling
stage (Japan High Tech LK600). PFM studies of 91PZN-9PT single crystals

were performed using a commercial PFM (SPA300/SPI3800N, Seikolnc, Japan)

t10, 111. An external voltage was applied to one crystal surface through the Al
coated cantilever (SI: DF3-R, f-27 KHz, C=1.6N/m) with a tip apex radius of
-10 nm as a top electrode. The other surface was electroded by silver paste and

glued to the sample holder as a bottom electrode. The PFM images were taken

over 20pm length scales on (001) cub and (111) cub faces at room temperature.

When an ac voltage Vr.=Vosinolt is applied between the tip top electrode and the

bottom one of the sample, the alternating external electric field gives rise to the

piezoelectric vibration of the sample, or a change in the sample thickness due to

the converse piezoelectric effect. The domain structure can be visualized by
monitoring the first harmonic signal (piezoresponse) caused by the piezoelectric

effect, since the phase of this signal depends on the sign of the piezoelectric

coefficient and on the polarization direction. In this experiment, an imaging ac

voltage with amplitude V6 between 2 and 20V and a frequency al2n of 5 KHz
was applied.

According to the Martensite theory developed thermodynamically. and

crystallographically, the typical
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The domain cub 91
crystal were atallzed at
structure reveals that the R
the T phase with extinction

phase, the angles are either 90o or 180o, whereas in a (R) phase,
they can be 71", 109o or 180o. Generally, 180' domains can be reversed with
only minimal structural strains. However, switching of 71" , 90o or 109o domains
require significantly larger deformations [4, 6, 13-16].

Domain structures on the (001) cub surface of the 91PZN-9PT single crystals
were observed in the R phase as shown in Fig.l (a) by PLM. Twin- related
zigzag-shaped domain patterns were found to have coarse domains in -20pm
length oriented along {1-10} with fine domains (marked with}") in -1pm length
oriented along {010} and {100}. Fig.l (b) shows twin-related alternative
micron-sized domain structures to be -1pm length (marked withl") as revealed as
dark and bright domains in the T phase, which have some preferential
orientations along {010} and {100}. Domain structures on the (001) cub surface
of the 9IPZN-9PT single crystal were observed in the M phase as shown in Fig.l
(c) by PLM. Twin- related striated-shaped domain patterns were found to have
coarse domains (marked with Dl) of -l5pm length oriented along {1-10} and
coarse domains (marked with D2) of -5pm length oriented along {100}. Both
coarse domains have fine domains (marked withX) of -2pm length oriented
along {010}. Fig.1(d) shows the domain structure of 68PMN-32PT single crystal
on (001) surface observed in the M phase by PLM. Altemative related striated-
shaped domain pattems were found to have coarse domains (marked with D) of
-5pm length oriented along {110}. Each coarse domain has fine domains
(marked with)") of -lpm length oriented along {100}.
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domain size )" is given by the following relation. Where B is a dimensionless
constant, D the thickness of the polydomain plate, y the domain wall energy, p

),":pwDlvr,,fr,,
the shear modulus, Io the twinning strain. The decrease in domain size leads to
the increase in piezoelectric load with both the increase in !, and the increase in
elastic compliance.

3. Results And Discussion
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Fig.l. (a), O) and (c) show the domain skucture in R, T and M phases of
91P2.[-9PT single crystal and (d) in Rphase of 68PMN-32PT single crystal.

Domain structures on the (001) cub surface of the 91PZN-9PT single crystals

were observed in the R, T and M phase as shown in Fig. 2 by PFM. Fig.z (a)

shows the piezo response (Acos0) image taken over 20pm length scales in the

imaging ac voltage at 20Y by PFM. Twin-related alternative micron-sized

domain structures were found to be -lpm length as revealed as dark and bright

domains in the R phase, which have some preferential orientations along {110}

and {010}.Furtheflnore, dot like patterns were found to be within the dark or

bright domain pattems. Fig. 2(b) shows the piezoresponse image taken over

-3pm length in the imaging ac voltage 20V. Dot like patterns within the dark or

bright domains in Fig. 2 (b) were found to correspond to nano domaiirs in size

range -100 nm. Fig. 2 (c) shows the piezo response image in the imaging ac

voltage at20Y in the T phase. Twin-related alternative nanometer-sized domains

were found to be - 200nm length (marked with X) oriented along

{100}.Nanometer-sized domains were found to be - 100nm length show in the

Fig.2 (d). Fig.2 (e) shows the piezo response image in the imaging ac voltage at

20Y by PFM in M phase. Twin-related alternative micron-sized domain

structures with .-lpm (marked withl,) length were found as revealed as dark and

bright patterns, which have some preferential orientations along {010}, {110}

and {100} by PFM. Micron-sized domains were found to be - 1-2pm length

show in the Fig.2 (f).
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Fig.2. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (fl show the domain structure in R, T and M
phases of 91PZN-9PT single crystal.

Domain structures on the (001)cub surface of 68PMN-32PT single crystals were
observed by PFM shown in Fig.3. Fig. 3 (a) shows the piezo response (Acos0)
image taken over 20pm length scales in the imaging ac voltage at 20Y. Dot like
micron-sized domain structures were found to be -1 pm (marked with )") length
as revealed as dark and bright domains, which have some preferential
orientations along {110} and {100}. Fig.3 (b) shows the piezo response (Acos0)
image taken over 3pm length scales. Dot like micron-sized domain structures
were found to be - 0.5 pm. Fig. 3 (c) shows the enlarged three-dimensional
piezo response image. There are nanometer-sized island like domains of -5-

=

T
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l0nm width. Then the nano domains in size range from 10 to 100nm were

confirmed. These nano domain sizes are:compared with those of 20 to 100nm for

95.5Pnt-4.5PT 1111. This nanometer sized domains havg attracted much

attention'to enhance the piezoelectric properties for applications in high

performancg actuator, non-destructive testing and ultrasonic devices.

Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c) show the piezoresponse image taken over 20prm, 3pnr and

5-iOnm width.

4. Conclusions

Domain structures on the (001) cub surface of the 91PZN-9PT and 68PMN-

32PT single crystals were observed in the different phases by PLM and

confirmed the domain structure by PFM to enhance the piezoelectric properties

for applications in high performance actuator, non-destructive testing and

ultrasonic devices. The electric field-induced nanotwin and dot like related

domains were investigated in 9IPZN-9PT and 68PMN-32PT single crystals.

Twin-related alternative micron-sized domain structures were found to be -lpm
length as revealed as dark and bright domains in the different phases. Dot like
pattems within the dark or bright domains were found to correspond to nano
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domains in size range 5-100 nm length scales. Alternative related striated-shaped
domain patterns were found to have coarse domains of -5pm length oriented
along {010}. Each coarse domain has fine domains of -1pm length oriented
along {100}.Such results of hierarchal domains in the engineered states in the
(001) cub oriented 91PAI-9PT single crystal are similar to those in the (001)
cub oriented 68PMN-32PT.
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